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Coalition launched!
Three years ago Connecting Actions was initiated by the Muslim Jewish Conference with
the aim of convening experts and initiatives committed to the field of dialogue between
various identity groups, as a means of fostering tolerance and combating hate and
racism. Under the leadership of Connecting Actions, the participants of the first
symposium of Intercultural and Interfaith dialogue organizations, held in Paris in
November 2016, pledged to “create a network of organizations working on
understanding between people of differing backgrounds, promoting vivre ensemble
(living together), faire ensemble (doing together), and combating intolerance.” In 2017,
Connecting Actions transformed into a registered organization and convened on
December 6th, 7th and 8th the second Symposium with additional European entities to lay
the foundations for a Coalition. Finally, on June 7th and 8th 2018 in Paris, the 3rd
Connecting Actions Symposium gathered fourteen of those European Civil Society
Organizations in a Constitutive General Assembly, launching the European Institute For
Dialogue, which is to be lead by Connecting Actions.
The European Institute For Dialogue seeks to unite organizations whose mission it is to
fight hate, ignorance, prejudice, racism and discrimination through constructive
conversations and interactions between members of various identity groups. Member
organizations bring people together despite their differences, and help them engage on
the issues that may divide them in an effort to counter the seemingly prevailing culture
of clashes and identity competition. The goal of the coalition is to strengthen the quality
of its members’ work and increase their visibility and their impact. It will concretely
help its members to share knowledge, information, skills and ideas while also
cooperating in common projects. As the bylaws indicate, “the Coalition’s purpose is to
support its member organizations working for coexistence and resilient communities
fighting hate, ignorance, prejudice and racism through dialogue between, among and
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across different communities, beliefs, religions, cultures and identities. To that end, it
facilitates the sharing of practices, trainings, analyses and expertise and promotes joint
initiatives and inter-organizational partnerships.”
Thanks to the ongoing and unfailing support of the Organisation for Security and Europe
(OSCE), particularly its Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR) as
well as Natan Fund, this indispensable Coalition is now exists.

Signing of the bylaws by the President
and Secretary of the Coalition

Attendees
In December 2017, Connecting Actions’ Second Symposium gathered 24 organisations
from 11 European Countries, representing a variety of size and focus areas, dialogue
being the main activity for some or just a part of their programmes for others. See
Connecting Actions 2017 Report.
Out of those, 15 organisations agreed to collectively launch the Coalition, after having
approved the Coalition Charter. These include Connecting Actions (France) who, aside
from convening this effort, decided, in agreement with the others, to also become a
member of the Coalition. Faiths In Tune (Germany), whose purpose is to reunite people
of different backgrounds and faith over music, additionally decided to join the initiative.
Connecting Actions did not invite organisations that either lacked time to contribute to
the Coalition Building effort or were based in or focused on one community, such as the
European Union of Jewish Students (Belgium), Faith Matters (United Kingdom), Institut
Hozes (France) and Amanah - The Jewish and Muslim Trust and Faith Project (Sweden).
Other organisations such as the interfaith summit, Initiatives et Changement (France),
JUGA (Germany), We Act (Denmark), G3i (France), NCBI – Respect (Switzerland) and
Open Skäne (Sweden) declined the invitation due to lack of time or the wish to consider
it further.
The organisations (and their representatives) who participated in the Coalition Launch:
 Ad Astra (Noor Assad)
 Coexister (Emmanuel Michel)
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Connecting action (Rafael Tyszblat)
Dialogue perspectives (Iman al Nassre and Jo Frank)
The Faith & Belief Forum (Ben Shapiro)
Faiths in Tunes (Anja Fahlenkamp and Jacob Fahlenkamp)
Gemeinsam für Vielfalt (Zachary Lapin Gallant)
Groupe des Foyers Islamo-Chréitiens (Lucie Roldan)
Groupe Inter Religieux pour la Paix 78 (Henri Foucart)
Madipax (Jaques Hubert)
Muslim Jewish Conference (Iljia Sichrovsky)
Salam Shalom (Larissa Zeigerer)
Sharing perspective (Casper Van der Heijden)
Together for Sweden (Jane Braden Golay)
United Religions Initiative Europe (Adnan Hasic and Vjekoslav Saje)

Three of those organisations, Groupe des Foyers Islamo-Chrétiens (France), The Faith
and Belief Forum (United Kingdom) and Fryshuset – Together for Sweden (Sweden),
came or intended to come to the Symposium after having signed the Charter but will join
at a later point (not later than the end of 2018) due to internal organisational processes.

Achievements and Objectives of the Symposium
Between December 2017 and June 2018, the above mentioned organisations, under the
leadership of Connecting Actions, achieved several significant accomplishments:
-

They agreed on a Charter capturing the identity, values, mission and definition of
the Coalition.
Based on the Second Symposium discussions and collective work, Connecting
Actions drafted the future Coalition bylaws to agree on and adopt during the
third Symposium.
Connecting Actions progressed on building the Coalition’s online platform.
The group has many ideas about ways to initiate the common work (whether as a
whole coalition or as sub groups).

The goal of this meeting, as presented by Connecting Actions, was “to give birth to a
common house. A place where each one of our organisations, each one of us can feel like
they are going to find support. A place that aims at advancing the goals and achieving the
vision of dialogue. A place where we can find the resources we individually need and
collectively have, with the support of Connecting Actions who will act as a contributor
and as a facilitator. A place to not only reinforce but reinvent dialogue.” In the words of
Rafael Tyszblat, President of Connecting Actions, “we are doing great work but we need
to do better than what we’re doing. This is not a criticism. It is just acknowledging that
things are not getting better in our societies overall and that we need to show our full
potential.”
Even though many other networks exist in the general field of Peace Building, this
Coalition has an added value that will be more and more sought after: enabling different
people to meet at a deep level and to have constructive conversations while holding
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different views. This will become more and more needed and demanded. It is a critical
way to foster tolerance and prevent hate between identity groups. If a bigger number of
people learn to engage with people who are different from them, then they will be in a
position to stop the cycle of violence and the escalation of identity politics. Division
happens at many levels and getting stronger is not an option if the goal is to have a
chance to make a significant difference, at a societal, national, European level.
The objectives of the meeting were:
 To officially create a coalition of NGOs on dialogue by adopting bylaws
 To get the coalition work started

Proceedings
The time frame for the Coalition launch was very tight and it was therefore important
for all participants to stay focused, benevolent and collaborative in order to achieve the
goals of the meeting. Connecting Actions benefited and took direct inspiration from the
collective, inter organisational efforts led by ODIHR to draft the “Coalition Building for
Tolerance and Non-Discrimination – A Practical Guide”1. The structure of the
Symposium as well as certain activities were borrowed and adapted from this Guide.
Fabrice Teicher, also an ODIHR consultant for Coalition Building, and his team from
LOYA helped facilitate the sections on building consensus around critical aspects of the
Coalition.
The program of the meeting included:
Day 1
-

Objectives and methodology of the meeting, presentations
Collective reading and amendments of the bylaws and charter
Finding the name of the coalition
Signing of the charter by each organization willing
Adoption of the bylaws
Election of the Steering Committee
Election of Executive Board

Day 2
-

1st day of the new coalition: getting to work
Definition of working groups
Reporting of the working groups
Validation of the decisions taken and Next steps

Launched on 26 June 2018 at the European Jewish Community Center in Brussels. A
guide drawing from the experiences of existing Coalitions for Tolerance and NonDiscrimination.
1
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Challenges and successes mentioned by participants
After the introduction and a recap of the work accomplished so far, each person
attending introduced themselves and their organisation. They also presented one
success they could attribute to their organization over the previous year and also
mentioned the main challenge face. Faiths in Tune, for instance, was able to put up its 7th
annual interfaith music festival in London and the 2 nd in Berlin. They entered into
Birmingham and Italy as well. Jane from the organisation Fryshuset and its programme
“Together for Sweden” explained how they were presented with the challenges and
rewarding success of bringing interfaith projects in the very secular country of Sweden.
This challenge of including atheists and agnostics in interfaith work in order to really
build a united community was also addressed by Three Faiths Forum who transformed
its name into the Faith and Belief Forum in order to call for more inclusivity of nonbelievers.
An overall challenge mentioned by most organisations was related to funding, the
difficulty to raise funds to sponsor these projects and the question of how to get this
type of work to be taken seriously and seen as worthy of investment in.
Other challenges mentioned were related to speaking to the media in an effective way
representing the subtlety of our work, finding means of receiving more credit for our
accomplishments, finding ways to develop ourselves as organizations, to increase our
impact on the European level, or to better reach out to the majority groups in our
respective countries.
This section was useful not only for sharing our respective diagnostics but also for
demonstrating that all those challenges are things that the Coalition could help its
members address more effectively.
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Process of creation of the Coalition
The steps announced and followed by the group over the first day of the Symposium
were:
1. Adoption of the charter. The NGOs who did not sign the charter can participate in the
process of creation, but will need to sign the charter in order later become members of
the coalition.
2. Choosing a name.
3. Modification and validation of the bylaws.
4. Signing the Charter: once the name is decided, the charter will be modified and signed
again
5. Adoption of the bylaws, vote on the membership fee and designation of the Steering
Committee and Executive Board
As was explained to the participants,
-

The bylaws are voted by the General Assembly consisting of all the members of
the future coalition (those who adopted the charter).

-

Those voting on the bylaws are designated as “founding members” of the
coalition. Other organisations will have the option of joining at a later point,
thereby becoming members with equal rights and obligations.

-

The bylaws must be signed by two members of the Board. The general Assembly
will designate a steering committee that will designate an executive board
(President, secretary, treasurer). For this first Assembly we suggest that we
designate together the member of the Board.

-

The bylaws do not have many legal obligations. They are mostly needed to
narrow down the most difficult issues to focus on. It is important to note that
they are not the Coalition’s only document but the most difficult one to change. In
spite of only having to be signed by the President and Secretary, it was decided to
have a collective informal vote on the bylaws by the entire group constituted in a
General Assembly.

Collective reading and amendments of the bylaws
After adopting and signing the Charter, participants carefully read the bylaws in group
of five, listing the elements for which they needed explanations before proposing
amendments. The main points that were discussed were:
-

The necessity or not of a preamble in the bylaws. Though not compulsory, most
participants deemed this useful for members, candidates and funders for
understanding the genesis of the Coalition.

-

Some participants, notably in France, were concerned about the repeating
mentions of “religion” in the text, which, according to them, may deter certain
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funders from providing funds to the Coalition. It was eventually decided to keep
the formulation as is in order to preserve the identity of certain organisations
directly working with religions.
-

While reviewing the bylaws and at the charter, it was pointed out that much of
the phrasing was very European oriented. There was some disagreement over
whether membership of the coalition should be limited to the European level, or
opened it to any relevant organization in the field. For some, given that all the
represented organisations are European and registered in Europe with most of
them targeting the European framework, it was better to maintain the coalition’s
narrow span. There was also a general agreement that maintaining a European
focus was better in relation to the funding approach and experience, since it
would enable applications for of European funds. More broadly, many felt that
European civil society shared common challenges and needed to be specifically
reinforced. For others however this specificity was seen as potentially exclusive
of other potential funds and valuable non-European members. The definition of
Europe was also potentially difficult to establish and might need clarification.
Eventually, after each member expressed their view on the matter, and after
several stages of voting, the group reached a consensus to change some of the
language in a way that focuses on Europe without being exclusive. The consensus
was articulated in article 3.1: “The Coalition brings together, particularly in
Europe, international, national, regional and local organisations.”

-

The city in which the Coalition’s headquarters will reside. Paris, being already the
location of Connecting Actions was suggested. It was agreed upon that Paris was
an appropriate choice. It was quickly decided to include the country and the city
in article two without a specific address so that the headquarters can be moved
without needing to go through a general assembly.

-

Once again the purposes of the coalition were mentioned and there was a general
focus on coordinating the actions of the different organizations, learning from
each other and creating a partnership, especially in regards to exchanging
training and skills.

-

The word “improve”, when talking about the role of the Coalition regarding its
members’ work, was switched to “strengthen”.

-

While reviewing the bylaws it was brought to the group’s attention that the use of
the formula “citizen dialogue” can be problematic since it might exclude certain
people who are not considered citizens in their country of residence. The concept
of “grassroots dialogue” was proposed but rejected.

-

A brief discussion took place over the relevance of including “intra” within inter
group dialogue. It was eventually decided to add the sentence “dialogue between,
among and across different communities, beliefs, religions, cultures and
identities” as intra-group dialogue appears to be as important as inter group
dialogue.
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-

There was a proposal to add the target of “resilient communities” as this is a
concept that a few organisations use. There was a discussion over the ambiguity
of the term but the final decision was to include it in article three, which
mentions the purpose of the Coalition.

-

The conversation continued on how to become possible members of the coalition.
In order to do so an organisation would need to address a letter of membership
to the President.

-

After some discussion, it was decided that the Steering Committee would be
elected for two instead of three years and that a half of the Steering Committee
would be renewed each year.

-

It was specified that the steering committee is to be represented by the 5+20%
formula: article 9.2 states that “The Steering Committee is made up of a minimum
of 5 up to a maximum of 20% + 5 members of the Coalition, elected for two years
by the General Assembly.”

-

It was decided that the re-election of the Executive Board should take place every
three years, though some suggested for it to take place every two years.

-

There was a discussion on whether the steering committee should be able to
remove an organisation from the coalition if it deemed it necessary. The group
eventually voted in favour of that.

-

Among other details, it was decided that the General Assembly could meet by any
means, including virtually.

-

All organizations agreed on having a membership fee. However, taking into
consideration the various sizes of member organisations, it was decided to divide
the fee structure into three levels, based on the each organisation’s budget: up to
an annual budget of 100,000 Euros, the organisation will be required to pay a fee
of 50 Euros; from 100,000 to 250,000 Euros the fee would be 100 Euros; and
those with an annual budget of more than 250,000 will pay 200 Euros.

At this point the bylaws were agreed upon according to the preferences of each
organisation and the final draft was produced. Below are the preamble and the first
three articles adopted by participants to this first General Assembly.
PREAMBLE
The participants of the first symposium of Intercultural and Interfaith dialogue organisations for
coexistence, held in Paris in November 2016, pledged to “create a network of organisations
working on understanding between people of differing backgrounds, promoting vivre ensemble
(living together), faire ensemble (doing together), and combating intolerance. They affirmed
their willingness to co-develop skills to accomplish those missions” (Connecting Actions 2016
seminar report). In December 2017 and June 2018, those organisations gathered again to
officially create a Coalition of civil society organisations called “European Institute for Dialogue”.
The Coalition and its member organisations share the common objective of fighting hate and
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ignorance, and building networks of collaboration through dialogue.
ARTICLE 1: NAME
An organisation is created by signatories of the present Bylaws called European Institute for
Dialogue, referred to in the bylaws as “The Coalition”.
ARTICLE 2: REGISTERED OFFICE
The registered office for the Coalition is located in Paris, France.
The registered address may be amended as appropriate, upon decision by the Steering
Committee.
ARTICLE 3: PURPOSE
3.1 The Coalition’s purpose is to support its member organisations working for coexistence and
resilient communities fighting hate, ignorance, prejudice and racism through dialogue between,
among and across different communities, beliefs, religions, cultures and identities. To that end, it
facilitates the sharing of practices, trainings, analyses and expertise and promotes joint
initiatives and inter-organisational partnerships. The Coalition brings together, particularly in
Europe, international, national, regional and local organisations.
3.2 To serve this purpose, the Coalition encourages its members to:
 Learn together and from each other
 Improve each member’s practices
 Improve the analysis of the issues
 Share experiences, practices, tools, ideas, resources between members
 Discover new ways of working
 Support one another
 Promote each member’s expertise
The goal of the coalition is to help strengthen the quality of its members’ work, their visibility to
the public and medias and reinforce their impact.
The action of the Coalition is complementary to the actions of its members, who remain entirely
independent.
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Finding a name for the coalition
After discussing the bylaws, came the time to make what seemed to be the hardest
decision of all: finding a name for the coalition. In previous meetings a list of names had
been proposed and each member was asked to pick their favourite. Going over the
different options led to a lively debate. Since we were unable to reach a consensus a
voting took place, first openly and then secretly in order prevent the first voters from
influencing the later. Before the decision was taken though, many of the members
expressed their perplexity over the different options of names. The last two options
after the first vote were: “Together for Dialogue” and “European institute For Dialogue”.
For some, “Together for Dialogue” was a catchy option whereas for others, it did not
sound professional enough. Eventually, the idea of a more formal and established name
was generally accepted and the name that was chosen by the majority of the members
and became the official name of the coalition was the “ European Institute For
Dialogue2”.

Election of the Executive board and steering committee
The next step on the agenda was to vote on the members of the Steering Committee
The elected members include:








Ad Astra (Noor Assad), Finland
Coexister (Emmanuel Michel), France
Connecting Actions (Rafaël Tyszblat), France
Dialogue Perspective (Jo Frank), Germany
Faiths In Tune (Anja Fahlenkamp), Germany
Muslim Jewish Conference (Ilja Sichrovsky), Austria
Sharing Perspectives(Casper Ven Der Heijden), Netherlands

Executive Board
It was agreed that the Executive Board, which is responsible for the general
management, governance and handling of legal issues, would have no less than three
and no more than seven members. Three members were elected during the General
Assembly: A President, a Secretary and a Treasurer. There will later be a possibility to
elect two deputy leaders, a deputy Secretary and a Deputy Treasurer.
Elected members are:
 President: Rafaël Tyszblat (Connecting Actions - France)
 Secretary: Anja Fahlenkamp (Faiths in Tune - Germany)
 Treasurer: Casper Van Der Heijden (Sharing Perspectives - Netherlands)
The bylaws, including the title eventually selected, were adopted unanimously.
For the majority, even if the European aspect of the Coalition was toned down in the
bylaws, having it in the title was still deemed as a good branding.
2
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Action Steps
Working groups
The working groups included:
-

Executive Board: future members, rules of procedure, fundraising, etc.
Communication: public statements, website, social media, database, collecting
information from members, etc.
Trainings: physically, virtually, training material, etc.
Events: planning the next meeting

Each group was asked to designate a group leader and define the group agenda. Here are
the results of the working groups.
-

The Executive Board recommended to double check each applying organisation
according to the membership criteria adopted collectively. Also, for any questions
we might have about bylaws, the Executive Board promised to create a
“Frequently Asked Questions” document, based on the questions that all
members may have, to serve as rules of procedures on the general activities of
the Coalition. There will also be a privacy policy as this is now compulsory under
the E.U. law. The Executive Board also committed to research and approach
potential organisations for funding. Finally, the executive board already secured
the domain name eifd.eu. An idea given by a participant was to have a designated
period in the year to study organisations applications to join.

-

The Communication group suggested drafting a statement and a press release,
effectively communicating on the Coalition Launch to the general public. They
decided to design a Facebook page and a logo for the Coalition. One participant
suggested launching a Facebook page just mentioning good news. The
communication group also recommended that the Coalition’s online
platform include an event calendar where each organisation can post its events in
order to ensure visibility about what other organisations do and what one can
join, help or engage with.

-

The Event group offered to organise the next meeting with all current members
as well as aspiring members in November 2018. There is a possibility of
combining that event with another event potentially happening in Paris in midNovember (international conference of Religions for Peace). In addition this
formal launch of the Coalition, participants suggested having another full day
dedicated to signing up new members, starting work on joint projects and
addressing any issues that may have come up in previous months.

-

The Training group listed a number of trainings that each organisations could
provide to each other.
o Storytelling (Gemeinsam für Vielfalt, Ad Astra, Faiths & Belief Forum,
Together For Sweden)
o Presenting a Narrative (Gemeinsam für Vielfalt)
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Dialogue Facilitation (Connecting Actions)
Intra & Interfaith and World View Dialogue (Dialogue Perspectives)
Implementing different discussion formats (Dialogue Perspectives)
Safe Guarding & Ethical Facilitation (Together For Sweden)
Conflict Prevention (United Religions Initiatives Europe)
Internal/external crisis management (Gemeinsam für Vielfalt)
Public Speaking (Ad Astra)
Social Action; Dialogue to Action (Faiths & Belief Forum)
Bias Awareness (United Religions Initiatives Europe, Dialogue
Perspectives)
o Faith Awareness for LGBTIQ+ (Faiths & Belief Forum)
o Migrant Integration (Gemeinsam für Vielfalt, United Religions Initiatives
Europe)
o Faith awareness for Secular Society (Together For Sweden)
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Next Steps
The Executive Board pledged to do the following:






Registering the Coalition as a non-profit organisation based in France.
Finalizing the Coalition Website and Platform
Establishing more precise rules of procedure
Forming task forces
Start sharing resources, information, tools, trainings and events, and start
collaborating on a number of things, including joint projects and programmes
and a common declaration.
 Planning the next meeting, which shall include an official public launch, and a
General Assembly to incorporate new members.
Finally, Member organisations offered to take on the following tasks:








Fundraising (Dialogue Perspectives)
Volunteer Management (AA, Faiths & Belief Forum)
Virtual Exchanges (SP)
Building Institutions (GfV)
Intercultural Study Tour (United Religions Initiatives Europe)
Expert/Speaker Database
Social Media Representation & Documentation
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Press Coverage
Connecting Actions was mentioned through its participation in a common declaration
promoting fraternity in France. This op-ed is hosted by the organization « Labo de la
Fraternité » (https://www.labodelafraternite.fr/home/2149/tribune) and was covered
in the mainstream French newspaper “Ouest France": https://www.ouestfrance.fr/reflexion/point-de-vue/tribune-100-personnalites-lancent-un-appel-pourune-fraternite-nationale-et-universelle-5760191
The Coalition Building initiative has so far been covered by the following outlets:
- Melting Book in French: http://www.meltingbook.com/une-coalitioneuropeenne-du-dialogue-interreligieux-contre-la-societe-du-clash/
- Melting Book in English: http://www.meltingbook.com/interreligious-dialogueagainst-the-clash-society/
- Saphir
News:
http://www.saphirnews.com/Connecting-Actions-la-contreattaque-du-vivre-ensemble_a23184.html
- Hope Not Hate: https://charity.hopenothate.org.uk/news/interfaith-groupsband-together
It is in the stated interest of Connecting Actions to ensure this Coalition becomes a
reference point in the field of Dialogue. We expect more coverage of the work of
Connecting Actions and the European Institute For Dialogue in the upcoming weeks and
months.
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Conclusions
Building the European Institute For Dialogue took over two years of trust-building
efforts and eventually gathered consensus through ongoing dialogue and meetings. This
was by no means an easy task. The organisations it now unites are different from each
other, although they share the same mission. Some are big, others are smaller. Some
focus on religious identities while others insist on the secular aspect of their work. Some
work with youth and others with older people. Trust is a difficult thing to build, an easy
thing to break and a very hard thing to rebuild once it’s been broken. The only way to
sustain this important but fragile coalition was and still is to constantly work to
maintain that trust.
This Coalition is a decisive step to reverse the cycle of mistrust, hate and violence
riddling Europe as all of its members are committed to playing their part in realising this
vision.

The Coalition Members representatives
Paris, June 8th 2018

Paris, June 29th 2018
Rafael TYSZBLAT
President, Connecting Actions
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List and Presentation of the Founding Members of the
Coalition
Here are all the Founding Member Organizations:













Ad Astra (Finland)
Coexister (France)
Connecting Actions (France)
Dialog Perspektiven (Germany)
Faiths in Tune (Germany)
Groupe Inter Religieux pour la Paix 78 (France)
Gemeinsam für Vielfalt (GfV) (Germany)
Madipax (France)
The Muslim Jewish Conference (Austria)
The Salaam Schalom Initiative (Germany)
Sharing Perspectives Foundation (Netherlands)
United Religions Initiatives Europe (Belgium)

Each of those organizations impact between hundreds and tens of thousands of people
each year through their dialogue programs. Connecting Actions still needs to conduct a
survey, which will make those figures more precise.
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Ad Astra – Together for Finland

Ad Astra (official name: Ad Astra i Helsingfors rf ) is based in Helsinki, Finland. Ad
Astra’s mission is to spread interfaith/interculutural dialogue, mutual understanding, to
promote cultural heritage, and the rights of children. Ad Astra’s major achievement is
the integration work among youth and children in the Helsinki region. Storytelling and
cultural heritage is a main focus for Ad Astra. Ad Astra runs the interfaith dialogue
program for youth Together for Finland, in cooperation with Together for Sweden in
Stockholm. Ad Astra is also producing the feast-calendar together with Fokus ry. The
calendar is an innovative achievement in Finland; www.juhlakalenteri.fi /
www.festkalendern.fi Ad Astra has been part of the Finnish state program Osallisena
Suomessa/Delaktig i Finland and was awarded a prize from Svenska Kulturfonden in
2016 for its outstanding work with integration and multicultural issues among kids,
which started long before others. The Finnish Prime Minister Katainen handed a prize to
Strömbergin koulu for the project Multicultural Feast Year, which was carried out
together with Ad Astra in 2011.
Ad Astra is part of Moniheli ry (Finnish network of multicultural associations), The Anna
Lindh Foundation (an inter-governmental institution)
www.ad-astra.fi
www.facebook.com/AdAstraFinland
www.facebook.com/yhdessatillsammanstogether
Coexister

Coexister, the interfaith youth movement, is a non-profit and social enterprise that,
through dialogue, solidarity, and the raise of awareness, promotes active coexistence.
They reject both proselytism and syncretism: clash of civilisations and relativism being
two pitfalls that don’t allow for a true and healthy coexistence. Their moto “Diversity in
faith, Unity in action” invites them to build unity around what we do by preserving the
diversity of what we believe in. With 300 volunteers et 1800 members doing daily
groundwork for a positive use of diversity, Coexister had its successes recognized by
national and international institutions for its inclusive vision of the French concept of
laïcité.
Coexister France is part of the network of Coexister Europe.
http://www.coexister.fr/
https://www.facebook.com/coexisterfr
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Connecting Actions

Connecting Actions is an international initiative to convene citizen, intercultural, and
interfaith dialogue groups and experts to share best practices and reinforce the field.
The initiative received its name based on a global network that the Muslim Jewish
Conference created on Facebook in response to the refugee crisis, which began last
summer. Called Connecting Actions, the group mobilized a few hundred young Muslims
and Jews around Europe to help assist the refugees by providing food and clothing for
them upon their arrival in Germany, Austria, and Hungary. Connecting Actions is now an
independent organisation registered in France, addressing pressing questions around
the concept of active coexistence, methods and objectives of dialogue, challenges,
combating radicalism, resources, social messages and media coverage through intense
rounds of discussions. The discussions will be facilitated with tested techniques and
methodologies.
For the past two years, in collaboration with The Muslim Jewish Conference (MJC)
Coexister, Three Faith Forum and the European Union of Jewish Students, Connecting
Actions has convened around 20 European civil society organisations through 3
symposiums in order to build a European Coalition of Organisations implementing
dialogue programmes.
http://www.connectingactions.net/
https://www.facebook.com/connectingactions/
Dialogue Perspectives

Dialogue/Perspectives is a program of the Ernst Ludwig Ehrlich Scholarship Fund with
the aim of establishing innovative forms of dialogue between people of different faiths
and worldviews in Germany. It is oriented toward scholarship recipients from all 13
funding bodies of the Federal Ministry for Education and Research that support highly
talented students and young academics who, as future leaders, are receiving training to
become experts in interfaith dialogue. Dialogue/Perspectives, enters into a dialogue
with scholarship recipients of various religious and ideological identities and influences
and with renowned academics and discourse-leading experts on the role of religions and
worldviews for the individual and society. The building of alliances and the formulation
of common goals as the urgent concerns of Dialogue/Perspectives are at the forefront of
our work. Since autumn 2015, Dialogue/Perspectives has brought together 40
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undergraduate and doctoral students of diverse religious backgrounds and worldviews,
from all 13 funding bodies sponsored by the German Federal Ministry of Education and
Research (BMBF), for multi-day seminars.
A further focus of our program are the twice-yearly public evening events, which are
aimed both at the participants and at scholarship recipients of the BMBF funding bodies,
as well as at actors from religious communities, politics and academia. These events aim
at shaping public discourse on the role of religions and worldviews in our society and
establishing an innovative culture of discussion and debate.
www.dialogperspektiven.de
www.facebook.com/dialogperspektiven
Faiths in Tunes

Faiths In Tune, founded by Anja Fahlenkamp in 2012, promotes a peaceful, positive and
constructive dialogue between adherents of different faiths, beliefs and world views by
using the medium of music, dance and other art forms in order to humanise the „others“,
raising curiosity and interest, deconstructing fear, counteracting the polarisation of
identities without denying their importance, and building a foundation for future
cooperation between different faith communities. Since the first festival in April 2012,
Faiths In Tune has grown to become an international movement that has reached more
than 45,000 people across Europe of all different religious, cultural, ethnic, social,
educational, age and gender backgrounds with its annual Interfaith Music Festivals in
London (2012-2015 at SOAS, since 2016 at the British Museum), Berlin (since 2016 with
the support of the LOTTO-Stiftung Berlin), Birmingham (2018 at the Birmingham
Museum & Art Gallery), Turin (2018 in cooperation with CESNUR and the Turin
International Book Fair), Cologne (2019) and hopefully many more locations in the
future. The festivals, which combine music & dance stage programmes with interfaith
community fairs, workshops, exhibitions and children’s play and learn areas, have
attracted broad attention from European media, as well as support from social
organisations and NGOs, and received the prestigious German award “Landmark in the
Land of Ideas” in 2017.
www.faithsintune.org
https://www.facebook.com/faithsintune
https://www.youtube.com/user/SOASIFMF
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Groupe Interreligieux pour la Paix des Yvelines – GIP78

GIP 78’s mission is to Promote a better knowledge and mutual understanding between
various religious and cultural communities so that their members contribute in
improving social relations and protecting peace locally. "Locally" being in the French
department of the Yvelines (local county). GIP 78’s activities and major achievements:
three-part speeches in schools, interfaith chorale, book club, meal sharing, exhibition
visits, open places of worship, theatrical performances, lectures / debates on topical
issues (such as secularity, identitarian closure...), interfaith prayer for world peace
(interreligious meeting inspired by Assisi), support of local interfaith community
meetings (jewish-Christian, Christian-Muslim...).
GIP 78 has a loose relationship with Religion pour la Paix (Religions for Peace - France).
http://www.religionspourlapaix.org/
www.gip78.fr
www.facebook.com/GIP78
Gemeinsam für Vielfalt (GfV) - Integrationswerkstatt

Gemeinsam für Vielfalt (GfV) is a non-profit refugee integration CSO in Unkel, Germany,
a town of 5,000 residents which has taken in nearly 300 refugees since 2015. At the start
150 old Unkelers undertook integration of refugees as “new Unkelers” with amazing
energy, but after the first year this initial enthusiasm faded, and GfV was founded to
reinvigorate this local “Welcome Culture”. From the initial founding refugees have had
an ownership stake equal to their German neighbors. Seeing inter-group friendship as
the best way to prevent radicalism and extremism on both sides, GfV’s main project, the
Integrationswerkstatt, repurposes a disused public space to create a “People’s Park,”
providing community members, from recent refugees to long-standing residents with
limited incomes, with a central meeting place for social convenings of all types – from
picnics to team sports, an inter-religious prayer space, a café/teagarden, a multilingual
library, and a fully-equipped bicycle self-repair workshop.
http://integrationswerkstatt.org/wp/
https://www.facebook.com/IWUnkel/
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MADIPAX

The House of Dialogue and Peace (Maison du Dialogue et de la Paix-MADIPAX) is a
French national association that aims at promoting neutral meeting spaces – whether
ephemere or sustained – allowing to welcome people from different faiths and beliefs
but driven by dialogue and peace, in a spirit of mutual tolerance. Madipax fosters, with
participants and partners, the creation of permanent places, named House of Dialogue
and Peace, in favor of diversity, sustainable and inclusive human development and social
cohesion. The offices are in Nantes, and the initiatives and actors of Madipax are located
in France in the European Union and any other country interested by its actions. As a
starting point, the House of Dialogue and Peace is offered as a service for managing
diversity, affirming our commitment towards essential values of human rights, a culture
of peace and cultural plurality, and dialogue among cultures. The current projects: “The
Peace Trip”, “Madipax Meals”, “Inter-Café”, “Youth sensitization to Social Cohesion”,
“Dialogue Marabout”, etc. enable the building of new listening, supportive and respectful
relationships, across cultures, generations and terrirories.
Madipax is affiliated with the World Conference of Religions for Peace.
www.madipax.com
The Muslim Jewish Conference

The Muslims Jewish Conference is an organisation which activity is run by volunteers
from all origins and which aims at building trust, mutual respect and collaboration
between young Jews and Muslims, religious or secular. It is dedicated to interfaith
dialogue between Muslims and Jews around the world in order to collaboratively build a
more unified society. Each year since 2010, the organisation gathers over a hundred
young Jews and Muslims coming from different parts of the World for a week long
intensive interreligious, citizen dialogue in order to better understand each other
overcome antagonisms and initiate common projects. The MJC team gives those young
leaders the opportunity to launch they own projects in order to promote a sustainable
change in the field of interreligious cooperation and intercultural understanding. The
organization has an alumni network of more than 800 members across 50 countries.
Founded and led by Ilja Sichrovsky, the Conference aims to address the idea of otherness
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head on in the hope of effectively dispelling damaging constructs and collaboratively
addressing issues of discrimination.
The organization hosted its eighth annual conference in Sarajevo, Bosnia e Herzegovina,
in August 2017, in which 150 young professional Muslims, Jews, and people of other
faiths met to bridge divides and engage in meaningful dialogue. The MJC initiated
Connecting Actions in an attempt to convene experts in the field of interfaith and
intercultural dialogue to help practitioners learn from past and current experiences.
www.mjconference.org
https://www.facebook.com/MJConference/
Salaam-Schalom Initiative

Salaam-Schalom is an intercultural/interfaith activist initiative, which was established
in December 2013 in Berlin Neukölln out of a small friend’s circle of local Jews, Muslims
and allies. Initially Salaam Shalom was founded as a response to public statements made
by a rabbi marking Neukölln as a ‘no-go area’ for Jews due to the high rate of Muslim
population in this area. Since then we were able to implement various interventions and
projects which raise awareness to social and institutional exclusions of mainly Muslims
and Jews in mainstream German society. Countering racialisation and stigmatisation
that perpetuate distrust and tension along racial lines, Salaam-Schalom Initiative strives
to promote Neukölln and indeed Berlin as a no-go area for racism and ethnic hatred.
Today local independently working chapters of Salaam Shalom exist throughout
Germany and Europe.
Salaam-Schalom is an independent initiative of activists with diverse perspectives on
social and political issues, yet all sharing the goal of getting our voices heard in order to
contribute to multicultural cohesion in society, and against marginalisations and
discriminations of all kinds. Salaam Shalom Initiative is not affiliated with any political
party, or a certain religious institution. As we are a joined initiative of Muslims, Jews
and allies, these labels shall also capture the complexity of a greater social and cultural
context we all live in.
https://salaamschalom.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/salaam.schalom.initiative/
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Sharing Perspectives Foundation

Sharing Perspectives’ mission is to initiate, stimulate and facilitate international and
intercultural dialogue and collaboration to foster skills, knowledge and open attitudes
among students by utilizing new media technologies. The Sharing Perspectives
Foundation designs and implements virtual exchange programmes to increase the
number of students who develop transversal skills and open attitudes through an
international and intercultural experience as part of their education. Our programmes
provide one online curriculum for students to discuss and study current socio-political
issues. We directly bridge theory and practice, by making the classroom itself a venue
for intercultural dialogue and exchange.
https://sharingperspectivesfoundation.com/
https://www.facebook.com/SharingPerspectivesFoundation/
United Religions Initiative Europe

The United Religions Initiative (URI) is a global interfaith network, created by a diverse
community of people committed to promoting enduring daily interfaith co-operation,
ending religiously motivated violence and, creating cultures of peace, justice and
healing. Founded in 2000 by activists from all continents, belonging to over 100
different religions, worldviews, spiritual expressions and indigenous traditions, URI
includes approximately 500 interfaith groups, called Co-operation Circles, with
over 1 million people in more than 80 countries. The Co-operation Circles consist of at
least 7 people from at least 3 religions, spiritual expressions and indigenous traditions.
URI works in 8 world regions. It has special consultative status with the United Nations.
URI Europe functions as an umbrella for different European interfaith organizations and
groups. It is registered as an international non-profit organization in Antwerp,
Belgium. URI Europe supports the URI network and organizes face-to-face interfaithmeetings.
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http://www.uri-europe.eu/about.html
https://www.facebook.com/URIEurope
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